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Q: Esteemed Committee: the idea of an older, more aged, more mature or more experienced 

soul implies a younger version; both are common human concepts. Are they valid? 

C: Only from the restricted human point-of-view and essentially no, they are not. 

 

Q: There are no older or younger souls? 

C: Only from a human timeline perspective. There are older humans, thus younger ones. 

This is not the case with souls. You are never young or old; you simply are. How young another 

soul wants to make you, in their eyes and mind, is their choice. You may call a meteor a missile 

or vice versa, but that does not change the essence of either one.   

 

Q: When a psychic, a medium or a tarot card reader —to offer three examples among 

many— says to a subject that s/he the subject is an "old soul", what is the channeler trying to 

say? 

C: Such channeler is placing human bias upon that to which it does not apply, and this is 

often done with great honesty and integrity. The most pernicious bias is that held firmly as truth, 

offered honestly, without deceptive intent. The phrase, term and concept have been overheard, 

read, possibly studied and examined then ingested as certain, true and accurate.  

 

Q: Why would the subject of a reading agree or disagree with that statement? 

C: The subject should be asked this question, however we will offer the general explanation 

of pride and vanity, two strong and extremely valuable incarnational emotions.  

 

Q: "Incarnational emotions", eh? That's a new term I don't remember hearing or reading 

before.  Does that mean emotions a human can feel which a soul or spirit does not? 

C: Most correct.  

 

Q: What becomes extremely valuable about pride and/or vanity? 

C: Injuring them offers insight into benevolence not otherwise available to your soul. When 

you allow your pride and vanity to be damaged, you gain understanding about how not to inflict 

similar effects upon others. This leads closer to the ability to forgive. 

 

Q: I would think an older soul is one with more incarnations under her or his belt? 

C: Yes, an older human soul if only the experiences on Earth are counted. This turns on a 

large assumption, rarely accurate when applied to a human; that any one person is a soul who has 

incarnated only on Earth. Very few humans alive on Earth now fall into this rare category. 

 

Q: What other incarnations are possible? 

C: On Earth, as nearly any physical animal including quite small and on other planets or 

worlds.     

  

Q: What we humans might consider an alien extraterrestrial visiting Earth? Have any of us 

been that, too? 



C: Yes, however very, very few humans have incarnated in a body of an alien extraterrestrial 

a member of a civilization with interstellar travel capability, and within that lifetime and 

civilization becomes a space traveler who visits other planets. There are very few human space 

aventurers, also. Upon Earth today there exist alive only a few dozen of such souls incarnated as 

a human, this aspect of their soul entirely, completely and utterly irrelevant to their current life 

incarnation. 

 

Q: Returning to the first part of the post's title —old souls— what about a new soul, then? Is 

this anything more than a soul with only a few boxed up & completed incarnations about which 

to boast? 

C: Your souls cannot boast, this unique human emotion and quality also provides value; 

bragging offers an angle to express pride and vanity. 

 

As there is no older soul neither can there exist a younger one. 

 

The word "inexperienced" in human language implies its reciprocal, experienced. The quantity 

of notches upon a bed post or rifle barrel as indicators of events, experience thus knowledge and 

capability to perform, is an illusion.  

 

Q: How old are our human souls? 

C: They are ageless, forever young. Age results from the passage of time, which is the 

measurement of physical movement. Time thus age do not apply to your soul, which has always 

existed and always will.  

 

Q: I've heard the term "old soul" several, maybe many, times but not "young soul". Is that 

just happenstance, luck or is the illusory concept of "old soul" simply what's favored? 

C: Favored; few people asking for a psychic or medium to provide a reading and insight 

wish to be informed of their amateur status, of their newness thus inexperience. The reality is, 

you are always inexperienced at human life, because that is how all incarnations are designed. 

Likewise and simultaneously, all of you are infinitely experienced also, because your soul is of 

forever and always; you have seen and know everything.    

 

Q: If there is no previous experience at human living, that we "…are always inexperienced 

at human life…" —to quote a certain trio of Guardian Angels Guides I know about— then what 

does the term "past life" mean? That term is used constantly. 

C: It means a life is lived during a segment along the Earth timeline illusion previous to the 

current one, being the point from which the look is taken, from where the view is made. The 

location of the observation point, or lookout. If an incarnation taking place on Earth during the 

18
th

 century is examined from a life in the 19
th

 century, the 18
th

 century experience is called a 

past life. That is true and false simultaneously. 

 

True for a human, false for the human soul. 

 

Q: Many a time y'all have said, we live all our incarnated lives simultaneously. How can we 

be in several places at the same time? 



C: As we said earlier and here many times, time is a measurement of movement. Where no 

transfer occurs, no time can pass. It does not exist. You can go from a life to a life without 

conflict. You do and have and will again, all of you. 

 

Q: What about a life on Earth which overlaps another life on Earth? 

C: Along the Earth timeline this is avoided, but can occur anyway. The symptoms are called 

schizophrenia.  

 

Q: Schizophrenics are not mentally afflicted, diseased or sick? 

C: No, to the contrary these are the most advanced of souls. They have such rich and 

powerful minds, they often cannot resist the bleed-through other lives create. In some instances, 

the condition is chosen to present a challenge for the friends or family, sometimes both, to 

overcome. The soul who incarnates as a schizophrenic does so to enable the experience for 

others. 

 

Q: Is there a sequence of lives incarnated on Earth? 

C: Not from your home of Heaven, not for your soul. Your existence is a sphere, and there 

are planes which cut through the globe. Spokes extend from the center or hub of your existence, 

along the infinite number of planes you have, either already in existence or to be created by you.  

 

Each incarnation is placed along or perpendicular between spokes, part of a circular plane, of 

which there are an infinite number also making up the sphere or globe. You may insert a life 

incarnation anywhere along the timeline which applies to the environment where it occurs. 

 

Q: Is it possible to incarnate on another world simultaneously as on Earth? 

C: Yes, this is common.    

 

Q: Don't the time issues cause conflict? 

C: No; the movement of rotation on one planet has no effect upon another. What will be 

shown to humans when the time is ready and right among humans, is how time on Earth cannot 

be transposed to have meaning on another planet. There can be a scale along which the passages 

of time are matched, as humans can do with Celsius and Fahrenheit, but unlike these temperature 

scales which apply to the same thing, using the concept of year to represent one orbit does not 

mean three orbits of one planet equal one orbit on another and therefore a being on the first 

planet lives three times as long. The typical lifespan is more accurately compared with day and 

night cycles. A human typically lives for 22,000 - 30,000 days or about sixty to eighty two 

rotations of your planet about your central star. Another being on another planet elsewhere in 

your galaxy might live for twenty five thousand day to night cycles but on Earth the equivalent 

passage of time would be triple the number of Earth day & night cycles. It would be easy for a 

human to conclude that such being lives three times as long but this is not perceived that way, 

nor is your Earth lifetime perceived as one third the duration of elsewhere. 

 

Q: Science fiction shows and movies conveniently ignore this aspect of beings from very 

different planets living together aboard a space vessel, which also seems to have no day and 

night cycles. I don't think this would work in practice. 



C: It does not; one of the great obstacles interstellar space travel must overcome is long term 

absence of such cyclicality. Human experience deep inside caves, with blind people and more 

recently aboard space stations orbiting Earth have demonstrated a health effect if daylight to 

darkness cycles are continuously eliminated, distorted or altered. 

Q: Can we humans adapt to survive on a planet where we remain awake for an equivalent of 

thirty hours on Earth? 

C: Yes, there are adaptabilities in all beings, however each species has limits, beyond which 

problems will occur over time. These are different for each, but the adaptation can be achieved 

by gradual change. If you were to visit a planet in the Pleaides cluster as a human, where the 

daylight duration is only the equivalent of six hours, nighttime another six but partial light 

similar to Earth full moon surface conditions exist permanently and are notable "at night" when 

the main or larger star disappears from the sky, you would be kept aboard an orbiting satellite or 

enter a surface building where the cycles can be artificially decreased from 12 and 12 to six and 

six over about thirty cycles. Your circadian rhythms would adapt nicely, but a return to Earth 

would require a reverse re-adaptation. 

 

Q: Could a human also adapt to a 25 and 25 equivalent? A fifty hour total one daylight 

segment followed by one nighttime? 

C:  Yes, however for many humans this represents almost the outer or upper limit, because 

of human physiology. Your physical body requires food, liquid and elimination across periodic 

intervals followed by altered brainwave activity called sleep. The longer the equivalent day and 

night cycles, the more difficult it would become for a human body because your brain refreshes 

itself in less time, often a good deal less, than eighteen to twenty hours equivalent, and it cannot 

use such amount of sleep continuously.  

 

Alien extraterrestrial visitors to Earth face these challenges also, and it is the principal reason 

humanoids were created to extract gold, thus the primary reason humanity exists. 

 

Q: I've droned on for nearly four pages, I am sure there will be reader questions, but I'll 

continue this session in a Part Two, if you do not mind, Gabrianna, Matthew and Herman. 

C: We mind not at all, there is no time or dragging, droning or pedantry for us. Be well, one 

and all until a second segment to this session comes, for all to read and also the opportunity for 

us to respond to questions, if any should arise.  

     

 


